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1. INTRODUCTION
Our object here is to give a new proof of a theorem of Zelmanov [7] on
pro-p groups having presentations with few relators and, while doing this,
to prove an additional result which illustrates that these groups are large.
We begin by making formal the notion of a presentation with few relators.
Let F be a free pro-p group of finite rank, with Zassenhaus filtration Fi.
(The definition of the Zassenhaus filtration is recalled below.) The degree
ζg of a non-identity element g of F is the integer i such that g ∈ Fi \Fi+1.
For a subset U of F we define σU; i = u ∈ U  ζu = i for each i ∈ ,






A presentation of a pro-p group G is an epimorphism pix F → G from a free
pro-p group F of finite rank. We say that pi has few relators if R = kerpi
is generated (as a closed normal subgroup of F) by a set U such that for
some t ∈ 0; 1 the series σUt is convergent and 1 − dt + σUt < 0,
where d is the rank of F . In particular, if pi has d generators and r relators
(i.e., if F has rank d and kerpi can be generated by r elements), and if
r < d + 14dG2 − dG then pi has few relators. If G has a presentation
with few relators and if G is not procyclic, then G is infinite, by a well
known extension of the Golod–Shafarevich theorem ([1]; see [3, 12.5.2]).
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Theorem 1. Let G be a non-procyclic pro-p group having a presentation
with few relators. Then G has a free pro-p subgroup of rank 2.
This theorem implies that if G has a presentation with few relators then
every finite p-group is a quotient of an open subgroup of G. We shall show
that Theorem 1 can be deduced rather directly from an earlier theorem of
Zelmanov [5] on Lie algebras. We shall also prove the following result.
Theorem 2. Let G be a non-procyclic pro-p group having a presentation
with few relators. Then there is a closed normal subgroup of a quotient group of
G which is a Cartesian product of infinitely many finitely generated infinite pro-
p groups, each of which is an epimorphic image of an open normal subgroup
of G.
An inspection of the proof of Theorem 2 shows that it has a counter-
part in the category of abstract groups, with “Cartesian product” replaced
by “direct product.” However, this is of little avail in the quest for free sub-
groups of groups having presentations with few relators in this category.
The strongest result that we know is that if A is such an abstract group and
if its abelianization is non-cyclic then the pro-p completion of A has a free
pro-p subgroup of rank 2 for some prime p. This is an easy consequence
of Theorem 1.
We recall now the definition of the Zassenhaus filtration of a pro-p group
G. The ith term of this filtration is the subgroup of elements g such that
g − 1 lies in the ith power of the augmentation ideal in the completed
group algebra pvGb of G over the field p of p elements; it can be defined
equivalently to be the closed subgroup of G generated by all elements gp
k
such that g lies in the cth term of the lower central series of G, where
pkc ≥ i.
2. THEOREM 2
A pro-p group is called just infinite if it is infinite and all non-trivial
closed normal subgroups are open. If G is a finitely generated infinite pro-
p group then every non-open closed normal subgroup lies in the kernel
of an epimorphism to a just infinite group. We are interested in the just
infinite groups which do not have an open abelian normal subgroup, and in
kernels of epimorphisms from a pro-p group G to just infinite groups with
this additional property. For brevity, we call such a kernel a KJI subgroup
of G.
Let S be a subset of a finitely generated pro-p group G. The superclosure
of S in G, denoted by sclS, is the intersection of all KJI subgroups of G
containing S. (If there are no KJI subgroups containing S, then sclS is
understood to be G.) A normal subgroup is superclosed if it is equal to its
superclosure.
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We shall call a pro-p group torsion-rich if it has a dense abstract finitely
generated torsion subgroup.
Lemma 1. Let G be a non-procyclic pro-p group having a presentation
pi x F → G with few relators and let F have rank d. Then
(a) for each countable subset S of F there is a presentation pix F → G
with few relators and with kerpi ≤ kerpi and dG = dG, such that the
image in G of each element of S has finite order;
(b) G has an epimorphic image G with dG = dG which has a
presentation with few relators and such that every open subgroup of G is
torsion-rich;
(c) G has an infinite strictly ascending chain of superclosed normal
subgroups.
Proof. Let kerpi be generated by the set U , where 1− dt + σUt < 0
for some t ∈ 0; 1.
(a) This follows from the argument in (12.5.3) in Wilson [3]. For the
reader’s convenience we include the argument. Let S = s1; s2; : : :. Choose
a power q of p large enough to ensure that
1− dt + σUt + q−11− t−1 < 0y
then certainly






Take U+ = U ∪ sqii  i ∈ , let R+ be the closed normal subgroup gener-
ated by U+ and let pix F → F/R+ be the quotient map. Then dF/R+ =
dG and, since ζsqii  ≥ qi for each i, we have 1− dt + σU+t < 0.
(b) Let B be the family of open subgroups of G. Each subgroup B ∈
B is topologically finitely generated and so it has a dense finitely generated
abstract subgroup AB. Each subgroup AB is countable and the family B is
countable (see [3, 4.1.2]) and so, taking S = SB∈BAB, we obtain the result
from (a).
(c) From (b), it suffices to consider the case when G is torsion-rich.
It suffices further to construct an epimorphism θx G → G to a group G
satisfying dG = dG and having a presentation with few relators, such
that in G we have scl1 < sclker θ, since then we can construct a chain
recursively.
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Let J be the full preimage in F of the kernel of an epimorphism ϕ
from G to a just infinite group. Since G is torsion-rich, F/J has a finitely
generated dense abstract torsion subgroup A. If F/J has an open abelian
normal subgroup, then A is also virtually abelian, and hence finite. But this
implies that F/J is finite, a contradiction. Hence kerϕ is a KJI subgroup
of G. Find a power q of p such that 1− dt + σUt + tq < 0. Since F/J is
infinite we have ζa ≥ q for some a ∈ F \ J. Let U+ = U ∪ a, let R+
be the closed normal subgroup generated by U+, let G = F/R+, and let
θx G→ G be the induced map.
Lemma 2. Suppose that the pro-p group G has a strictly ascending chain
Ki∞i=0 of superclosed normal subgroups. Then G has closed normal sub-
groups L;M with M ≤ L and with L/M ∼= Cr∞i=1Hi, where each Hi is an
open normal subgroup of a just infinite quotient of G having no open abelian
normal subgroup.
Proof. Since each Ki is superclosed, G has KJI subgroups J1; J2; : : :
satisfying Ki−1 ≤ Ji and Ki 6≤ Ji for each i ≥ 1. We consider the obvious
map
G→ Cr∞i=1G/Ji:
Let pii be the projection map from G to G/Ji for each i. Define H1 =
pi1K1 and
Hr = pirJ1 ∩ · · · ∩ Jr−1 ∩Kr
for r ≥ 2. Clearly piiK1 = 1 if i ≥ 2 and piiJ1 ∩ · · · ∩ Jr−1 ∩ Kr = 1
if r ≥ 2 and i 6= r. Therefore, the image in Cr∞i=1G/Ji of the profinite
subgroup generated by K1 and all subgroups J1 ∩ · · · ∩ Jr−1 ∩ Kr projects
onto Crni=1Hi for each n ∈  and so equals Cr∞i=1Hi (by an easy variant of
[12, (4.1.5)]). It suffices now to prove that Hr is open in G/Jr for each r.
Since K1 6≤ J1 and G/J1 is just infinite, this is clear for r = 1. Let r ≥ 2.
Our choice of the subgroups Ji ensures that the images J1; : : : ; Jr−1;Kr in
G/Jr of the normal subgroups J1; : : : ; Jr−1;Kr are open in G/Jr . Suppose
that Hr is not open in G/Jr . Then
J1; : : : ; Jr−1;Kr ≤ J1 ∩ · · · ∩ Jr−1 ∩Kr ≤ Jr
and so J1; : : : ; Jr−1;Kr = 1. Thus J1 ∩ : : :∩ Jr−1 ∩Kr is an open nilpotent
normal subgroup of G/Jr ; its centre is therefore a non-trivial closed abelian
normal subgroup of G/Jr and so it is open since G/Jr is just infinite. This
contradiction completes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 2. This follows immediately from Lemma 1(c) and
Lemma 2.
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3. THEOREM 1
Theorem 1 depends crucially on Theorem 3 of Zelmanov [5] (see also
[6, Theorem 1.7]):
Theorem 3. Let L be a Lie algebra generated by elements a¯1; : : : ; a¯m.
Suppose that (i) L satisfies a polynomial identity and (ii) every commutator
in a¯1; : : : ; a¯m is ad-nilpotent. Then the algebra L is nilpotent.
Let G be a pro-p group, with Zassenhaus filtration Gi. Then the direct
sum
L∞
i=1Gi/Gi+1 becomes a Lie algebra over p, with bracket operation
defined by the distributive laws and the relation
aGi+1; bGj+1 = a; bGi+j+1
for cosets aGi+1 ∈ Gi/Gi+1, bGj+1 ∈ Gj/Gj+1. We write LpG for the
subalgebra generated by G1/G2.
Let F be the free pro-p group with basis x1; : : : ; xn and let G be a pro-p
group. For g1; : : : ; gn ∈ G and w ∈ F , denote by wg1; : : : ; gn the image
of w under the homomorphism from F to G mapping xi to gi for each i.
We need the following consequence of Theorem 3.
Proposition 1. Let G be a finitely generated torsion-rich pro-p group,
with Zassenhaus filtration Gi. Suppose that the free pro-p group F with
basis x1; : : : ; xn has an element w 6= 1, with ζw = r, say, such that
wg1; : : : ; gn ∈ Gr+1 for all g1; : : : ; gn ∈ G. Then G is finite.
Proof. We use methods like those of Zelmanov [6, pp. 571–573].
We may write
w = κq11 · · ·κqss w′;
where ζw′ ≥ r + 1, and where each κj is a commutator in x1; : : : ; xn, with
lj entries, say, each qj is a power of p (possibly equal to 1) and ljqj = r for
each j. In the free pro-p group with basis x1; : : : ; xn+1 we have xn+1; w ≡
ρ1 · · ·ρs modulo the r + 2nd term of the Zassenhaus filtration, where ρj is
the commutator xn+1; κj; : : : ; κj with qj entries κj . Write w1 = ρ1 · · ·ρs.
Thus ζw1 = r + 1, and for all g1; : : : ; gn+1 ∈ G we have
w1g1; : : : ; gn+1 ≡ gn+1; wg1; : : : ; gn ≡ 1 moduloGr+2:
In the free Lie algebra over p with basis x1; : : : ; xn+1 let wˆ1 be the ele-
ment corresponding to w1; thus wˆ1 = ρˆ1+ · · · + ρˆs, where each ρˆj is the Lie
commutator with exactly the same entries and bracketing as the group com-
mutator ρj . It follows that wˆ1 6= 0 and that the Lie algebra
L∞
i=1Gi/Gi+1
satisfies both the identity wˆ1 and its linearization. So therefore does the
subalgebra LpG.
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Let A be a dense abstract finitely generated torsion subgroup of G and
let a1; : : : ; am generate A. Since G = AG2, the algebra LpG is generated
by a¯1; : : : ; a¯m, where a¯i = aiG2 for each i. For a ∈ A ∩Gi we have al = 1
for some l ∈ , and it follows from a lemma of Lazard (see [6, Lemma 0.5])
that adLpGaGi+1l = 0. Moreover the (left normed) Lie commutator of
elements a¯i1; : : : ; a¯ik is equal to ai1; : : : ; aikGk+1, and since ai1; : : : ; aik ∈
A we conclude that hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 3 holds.
Therefore LpG is nilpotent. A standard argument (as on p. 573 of [6])
now shows that G is finite.
Theorem 4. Let H = Crλ∈3Hλ. Suppose that each Hλ is a finitely gener-
ated torsion-rich pro-p group, and suppose that the free pro-p group of rank 2
cannot be embedded in H. Then Hλ is finite for all but finitely many indices λ.
Proof. We use integer subscripts to denote terms of the Zassenhaus
filtrations of groups.
For each pair h1; h2 of elements of H there is an element w ∈ F \ 1
satisfing wh1; h2 = 1. For each such w, of degree r, say, write
Sw = h1; h2 ∈ H ×H  wh1; h2 ∈ Hr+1:
Then Sw is a closed subset of H ×H since the map h1; h2 7→ wh1; h2
is continuous and Hr+1 is closed, and
S
w∈F \ 1 Sw = H × H. If w1; w2 ∈
Fr \Fr+1 and w1w−12 ∈ Fr+1 then for all h1; h2 the elements w1h1; h2,
w2h1; h2 are congruent modulo Hr+1, and so Sw1 = Sw2 . Thus there are
at most Fr/Fr+1 distinct sets Sw with w of degree r and only countably
many distinct sets Sw with w ∈ F \ 1. Therefore, by Baire’s category theorem
(see, for example, [3, (2.7.10)]), some set Sw contains a non-empty open set,
and so contains Na1 ×Na2 for some open normal subgroup N of H and
elements a1; a2 of H. From the definition of the product topology, 3 has a
subset 3′ with finite complement such that the projection of N in Hλ is Hλ
for each λ ∈ 3′. Fix such an index λ. We have wh1; h2 ∈ Hλr+1 for all
h1; h2 ∈ Hλ, where r is the degree of w; however Hλ is also torsion-rich,
and it follows from Proposition 1 that Hλ is finite.
Proof of Theorem 1. We note that the class of pro-p groups having no
free pro-p subgroups of rank 2 is closed with respect to quotients and
subgroups.
Let G be a pro-p group having a presentation with few relators. By
Lemma 1(b) we only need to consider the case when each open subgroup
of G is torsion-rich. By Lemma 1(c) and Lemma 2, G has a quotient group
containing a normal subgroup isomorphic to Cr∞i=1Hi, where each Hi is an
infinite finitely generated image of an open subgroup of G; thus each Hi
is torsion-rich. This Cartesian product must have a free pro-p subgroup of
rank 2, since otherwise Theorem 4 would give a contradiction. The result
follows.
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